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"It Didn't Rain on Our Parade"

The 38th commencement at Roger
Williams College was processions and
photographs, parents and pride, politics and parties. Out-of-state cars
began streaming south to Bristol
along Route 136 by 8 a.m. Many faculty members arrived early to congratulate graduating students, now
become friends. Small groups held
clusters of seats for families and

guests. Honorary degree candidates
posed for pictures on the deck adjoining the President's Office.
Then the Rhode Island Philharmonic
Brass Choir played ceremonial music.

Colorfully hooded trustees, administrntors, honored guests, and faculty as well as robed and mortarboarded
students - filed onto the Fulton Campus Green.
After the invocation by Chaplain Sean

Manchester, President YVilliam H.
Rizzini extended greetings. Judge
Thomas J. Paolino, Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, welcomed all and
introduced his grand-nephew, Joseph
R. Paolino, Jr. 78, mayor of the City
of Providence, who urged the graduates to cherish their memories of Roger

Williams College.
Bristol town administrator Anthony
Williams called upon the degree candidates to stand, turn and face their
parents, and applaud them for their
support. After enthusiastic response,
he bade the parents stand and congratulate their graduating children.

(Left) Joseph R. Paolino,

Jr. '78, mayor of

l'ro11itlence, addresses tlle graduates at tlle
38th co111111e11ceme11t.
(Facing page, inset)
/~alplz Marciano
\Vi/Iiams

'79, µresident of the Roger

College Al11m11iAssociation,

welcomes the 11ewest alumni.
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Next Ralph Marciano 79, president of
the Alumni Association, expressed
best wishes on behalf of the alumni.
Floyd Conlin, president of the Senior
Class, spoke of the academic and
social growth he and his classmates
had experienced. Jacquelin Crosson,
president of the Alpha Chi Honorary
Society, thanked the faculty for teaching "not what to think, but how to
think."
Admiral Stansfield Turner, U.S.N., delivered the commencement address
which called for greater openness in
government (see excerpts from speech
on page 5). President Rizzini conferred 726 degrees; Dr. Bartholomew P.
Schiavo, Dean of the College, presented the diplomas. Five honorary
degrees were awarded (see story on
page 4).
Parents and friends cheered as graduates marched one by one across the
platform. And finally someone shouted excitedly into the microphone: "It
didn't rain on our parade." The
clouds had held off.
Moments later, a few sprinkles fell
during Rev. Richard Shivers's benediction. But the sun beat down again
as the graduates commenced their final recessional passage at Roger
Williams College, May 24, 1986. N.H. V.

Honorary Degrees Conferred
Five prominent Ne\"-' England residents received honorary degrees at
the College's 38th commencement ex-

crci,;es. The recipients were: VV.
Spencer Crooks, artist and teacher;
I lenry W. Fat.Lano, business executive
and former director of the Port of

Fazzano received an honorary doctor
of public service degree for his many
volunteer services. He has served as
president of the reater Providence
Chamber of Commerce, a member of
the Rhode Island Industrial Building

Authority, and a chairman of the
Rhode Island Charities Trust. Most
recently, he served as director of the

Mc lahon, state comn1issioner of

Port of Providence. Born in Providence, Fazzano attended Cranston

higher education; Dr. Joseph E. Mur-

High School and received his bachelor

ray, profe5':iOTof surgery, Harvard

of science degree from Georgetown
nivcrsity. After serving in the U.S.

Providence; Dr. Eleanor M.

Medical School, and chief plastic
surgeon, Brigham and \\!omen's Hospital and The Children's I lospital,
Bo..,ton; and attorney and former Governor of Rhode Island.Dennis J. Roberts.
Crool--."'received hie, firc,t college de-

gree, an honorary doctor of fine arts.
A native of Ireland, he was a graphic
artist al Rhode Island College for
rnany year<.,.After .ittcnding Rhode

Island School of Design, he became a
gr,1phic de..,igncr for I lalladay Adver-

ti,;;ing and later for oyes Advertising. I le \,'as an ,irt director at Cardona J\dvertic,ing - arragansctt Ad\'l'rli'-i111g ompanv. Crooks co-founded the \Yid.ford,

R. I., \Vatcrcolor

Summer c;eminar, where he continues
to teach. I le is rccogni,ecl for his out'-lilnding watercolors of New England.

Marine Corps, he joined the Imperial
Knife Associated ompanies in 1955,

retiring in 1984 as executive vice
president.
McMahon, who was awarded an honorary doctor of education degree, had
been provost and vice president for
acadernic affairs at Rhode Island College before her appointment as commissioner of higher education in 1982.
Earlier, she had been a teacher in
Pawtucket, R. I. McMahon earned a
bachelor of science degree in economics and philosophy

from the College

of t. Eli,abcth, a master of arts in
educational measurement and economics from Brown University, and a
doctor of education in early childhood
from Harvard University. he is a
member of the Brown University
Corporation,

of Design Board of Trustees, and the
Rhode Island Commodores.

Excerpts from Admiral
Stansfield Turner's Notes for
the Commencement Address

An honorary doctor of science degree
was conferred upon Dr. Joseph E.

Murray, who performed the first successful human renal transplant on

"In connection with the nuclear accident in the Soviet Union at Chernobyl. .. (the) incident rai es (a) signif-

December 23, 1954. In 1964 he founded the International Kidney Transplant Registry, and, in 1981, received

icant issue. How should (we) treat a
situation like this - where (the) safety of millions of people hinges on

the clinician of the year a,,vard from
the American Association of Plastic

good information and a government

Surgeons. A graduate of the College
of the Holy Cro
and Harvard Medical School, Murray is a consultant to
or affiliate of "11hospitals in the

like that of the Soviet Union does not
fulfill its responsibilitie ? ... (The)

Soviet government does not have the
same legitimacy as our and European

Boston area.

governments. That is, (ii) does not
truly have (the) endorsement of its
people. Therefore, to justify (the)
autocratic way it rules, it has to appear to be very efficient. Thal, in

Former Governor Dennis J. Roberts of

Providence and arragansett, R.I., received an honorary doctor of laws degree. A graduate of LaSalle Academy,

turn, means that it ,nust control the
information its people receive so that
it always looks as good as possible.
That was a fatal weakness in this case.

Fordham University, and Boston University Law School, Roberts is president of the law firm of Roberts, Carroll,
Feldstein & Tucker. In his long politi-

cal career, he has been a state senator
(1934-38), democratic state chairman
(1938-40), mayor of Providence (194050), and governor of Rhode Island
(1950-58). He was chairman of the
Rhode Island onstitutional Convention in 1964 and has held numerous

civic and charitable positions.

N.H. V.
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"\,Yhile the Soviets were totally irresponsible, (the) U.S. Government

not as responsible as it could have
been. Our government undoubtedly
had better information than American
or European publics received.
"We must have known early on how
many reactors were melting down
and hence what the upper limit of
threat was. And must have known
when the fires and smoke began to
diminish, and hence when the threat
must have known whether tens (of)
thousands of people were being evacuated from Chernobyl while millions
were blissfully participating in a May
Day celebration only 60 miles away.

/)r. Jo~l',,J, L \Ill"''·''•
/Jr. I /Nmor

"We have a potential for helpmg the

world in three wavs: 1) \\ 1th crises
like Chernobyl or 'with earthqua es,
floods, and other natural disasters,

we can provide humamtarian

help; 2)

with assisting (to) improve the standard of living of lesser developed na-

tions by monitoring crops, providing
agricultural advice, searching for mmerals, oil, gas, water resources, and
fi h; 3) and, finally, m helping keep
the peace.

"You have a responsibility to be a wellinformed citiLen, one ,,·ho nows and
cares about what his gtn·ernment is
doing. If we ever lose the spirit of

town meeting that originated here in
New England and citi,ens come (to)
feel government is loo big and too
have lost much of the strength that

I've been talking about.
"To be a well-informed c1ti.ten, you must
be aware of the world around you.
"Aim, then, to be as broad, as informed, and as interested an American as you possibly can. 't ou ha,·e
had an e,ceptional opportunity at
Roger ll'illiams lo lay the foundation
for being that kind of person. :--:m,· go

out and build on that foundation."
Admiral Sla11sf1e/dTurner, U 5.,\., 1rns dm!ctor of lhl' Ce11tml h1tcll1gc•11tcAxe11c_11
u11der
Pres1de11t}11111111,
Carta am1 {Mmer president ot
the Nm,al War Col!('Xt' 111 ,\'t'il'/lf..lrl
C11rrt'ntl_11
a lecturer, tdct11sio11co111111e11tator.
and colum11/st, Tu mer alte11ded Aml,e,,;,f Colle~e and
graduated from the U.S. \'arnl Arndi•11111.He
was a Rlw,IC'S Scholar at Oxford U111t>c.·~1ty
wherl' he ramed a masta',. ,k.,.:n·t' 111 phifoxlphy, pol1tics, amt t'Co1wm1r~ Jfo, llf..1()/..,
Secrecy .rnd Democracy, will bt• published
this summer. Roga l\'1/liams Gdlese mmrdi•d
Turner an lw11orar11dcgn't' 111 19;6
.\'.H. \ •

(left to right)

Dennis}.

\I. \Ir \lahon,

formation we collect \nth our m elligencc systems.

distant for them to innuence, we ,\'ill
was

was bound to begin (to) lower. And

J/cmorar11 dc•gn•t• rt•ripie,its

"Looking past Chernobyl, 1,e should
ask what (the) U.S. should do m the
future with the ama,,ng detail of m-

llenry

Roberts,

i\.

I a::-

::.,mo, mttl Spc•ncer Crooks march in µroces,,,m at the )8th c·nnr,,u•nu.>ment.
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Gala Event "Celebrate"
Surpasses Goal for Papitto
Scholarship Fund
"Celebrate," the social event of the
season at Roger Williams College,
brought more than 250 friends and
guests to the ne"v Performing Arts
Center on April 20 for a performance
by E.G. Marshall, the awarding of an
honorary degree, and the presentation
of a scholarship fund.
The more than $75,000 raised by
"Celebratc's"

planning

committee

will

establish the Ralph R. Papitto Scholarship Fund. The Fund, which surpassed the $50,000 goal, was presented to
the College on behalf of Ralph R.
Papitto during the performances.
Papitto, who is vice chairman of the
Board of Trustees of Roger YVilliams
College, is chairman and chief executive officer of Nortek,

Inc.

Papitto acknowledged

the efforts of

the "Celebrate"

committee and the

generosity of family, friends, and colleagues during the afternoon ceremonies. I le pledged to see that the Fund
reach $100,000 by 1987. In this way,
the Fund could becorne an cndowrncnt that would permanently support
several scholarships annually at Roger
Williams College, he added.
The gala started at 3 p.m. with welcoming wor'"ds and a personal introduction by College alumnus and "PM
Maga1.:ine'' host Sprague Theobald
'70. Theatre students Lisa Sazama
and Edward Hart then presented a
lighthearted one-act skit, 'Tm Herbert."

A special highlight of the afternoon
came when famed actor E.G. Marshall
took the stage. He dedicated a selection of readings to the special occasion. Marshall, who will be appearing
soon in a television production about
the U.S. Supreme Court, gained
Broadway acclaim for many performances since the 1940's. He received
an honorary doctorate from Roger
Williams College following his readings in recognition of his many accomplishments on stage, film, and
television.
While not the official opening of the
Performing Arts Center, the events of
the afternoon had brought to readiness the theatre-in-the-barn transformation that has been a major historic
preservation activity of the last several
years for the College and Dr. Kevin
Jordan.
A soiree at Willner House, held under
a pink-and-white striped tent, closed
out the evening, concluding the most
successful fund raiser in the College's
history.
Co-chairpersons for "Celebrate" were
Andrea Papitto Crump, daughter of
the vice chairman, and Barbara
DiStefano, who has been active in
charitable causes in Rhode Island and
whose husband is also a member of
the College's Board of Trustees. They
were aided by a 23-rnember committee and a nun1ber of College staff
members.
E.S. P.

and students represented all of ew
England as well as other parts of the
country.

Roger Williams College
Launches New Logo and
Graphic Image

To develop the graphic concept that
would capture the image of Roger
Williams in the late 1980's, the College hired Malcolm Grear Designers,
Inc., one of the foremost graphic design firms in the country. Grear can
be identified with the graphic images
of the Guggenheim Museum, the
Metropolitan Opera, the U.S. Olympic Committee, Polaroid, Brown University,
ortek, Inc., and a host of
other cultural, educational, and corporate organizations. Malcolm Grear
is a member of the faculty at Rhode
Island School of Design and has
headed his own firm since the early
1960's.

A New England location ... a beautiful
campus overlooking the bay ... a small
college that encourages personal contact with faculty commited to teaching
... a rich diversity of academic programs, ranging from performing arts
to high-tech ... a safe, friendly, and
caring environment for learning and
growing.

As the result of these efforts, a strong,
unified identity system has been established. The College's new logo and
signature are available for business
cards, stationery, and campus signs.
In addition, a visual standards' manual sets guidelines for the design of
brochures, invitations, posters, catalogs, and even The Bridge.

•

#!
a

That is Roger Williams College as students, faculty, administrators, alumni,
and friends have come to see it.
These were the perceptions documented by the Public Relations and
Publications Office in its survey
undertaken to launch a whole new
graphic look for the College. Times
had been changing, and the College
had, too. Roger Williams had become
more and more a residential college

(Far left) E.G. Marslrn/1 at "Celebrate."
(Left) "Celebrate"

co-chairwomen

Barbara

DiStcfa110 and Andrea Papitto Crump flank
Board of Trusf('CS vice clinirman Ralph R.
Papitto. (Faci11gpage) form Roth.

6
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The new logo for the College appears
in The Bridge for the first time in this
summer issue. According to Grear,
the new symbol is "somewhat like a
celebration mark" that recognizes the
waterfront location of the campus.

on developing one or two feature
stories that will provide informative,
in-depth coverage of topics important
to alumni and the life of the College,
as well as the traditional shorter
pieces and the very important class
notes." She says, "We are looking to
our alumni to share with others the
vitality of the College. We hope our
alumni will want to share their alumni magazine with friends, family, and
young people who might be considering attending college. This is our
purpose."
N.H. V.

Faculty Member Joan Roth
Leads Bristol Parade
She's only the second woman in
history to be chosen. And the first
woman was her aunt.
Joan Roth, a native Bristolian and a
member of the Roger Williams College faculty since 1981, was Chief
Marshal of the town's annual Fourth
of July Parade, one of the oldest and
biggest in the country.
This year's celebration is the town's
201st. For the 172nd - in 1957 -

Roth's aunt, M. Theresa Donovan,
was Chief Marshal, an honor Bns olians consider the town's highest.
"You have to be a Bristolian to understand what it means," savs Roth
A graduate of Colt Memorial- High
School, Joan Roth holds bachelor's
and master's degrees from Rhode
Island College. Like her aunt, who
was director of music for the Bristol
schools for 41 years, she has been involved in music and education for
many years. In 1972 she founded the
Bristol County Interfaith Choir, which
she still directs. She also directs the
Roger Williams College Chorale,
which she founded in 19 1. Roth initiated and continues to coordinate
the music series at Blithewold.
Although she retired last year from
the Little Compton school system,
Roth still teaches music at Our Lad,·
of Fatima High School in \\'arren. She
sings with the Peloquin Chorale and
is accompanist for the Bristol Rotar.•
Club.
President William Rizzini and college
administrators, accompanied by a
Roger Williams College float, also participated in the parade.

"The book suggests a place of learning," Grear says. "The overall image
has a sunburst quality, the sun representing the source of life." Some
have said that the symbol also suggests the idea of continuing education. "This is important to me,"
Grear notes, "because it brings out
another quality, and that is that the
logo is an intellectual image. All of its
parts are not exhausted at first glance."
But the alumni magazine has more
than just a new graphic look. Director
of public relations and publications
Nondas Voll recommended the hiring
of an assistant director of publications
to edit T/1eBridge. She is Elaine
Brousseau, former managing editor of
a weekly newspaper and senior editor
for a Washington, D.C., trade
association.
According to Elizabeth S. Palter, the
director of institutional advancement,
"A greater emphasis will be placed
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St11dr11ti11trm Bria11 McCadden '86 sels "I'
lite camera for a bromlcasl at Full Chan11{'(, /~hod(• lslmul's only imlepende11tly
ow11ed cable tele11isfo11compnny.

Besides Roger Williams allege, members of the Council are Brown University, Bryant College, ommunity College of Rhode Island, Johnson and
Wales College, Providence College,
Rhode Island College, Rhode Island
School of Design, Salve Regina, and
the University of Rhode Island. Affiliates are the Institute for Labor
Studies, R. l. Department of Environmental Management, R. I. Department
of Health, and R.I. Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee,
a federally financed agency in the
state Department of Education that
provides career education.
All of the colleges and the affiliates
arc encouraged to produce programs.
Most are presenting cultural events,
documentaries, lectures, and sporting
events. Beginning this summer, more
credit courses will be offered, particularly by CCR! and RIC.

Brian McCadden

'86

/111Melissa Peo '86

This spring, somewhere in the depths
of the studios at Full Channel TV in
Warren, R. I., lurked llrian McCadden,
a c;tudcnt intern turned technician.
During the January intersession,
McCadden was a full-time intern at
Full Ch.inncl, which serves the East
Bay community and is the only independently owned cable compnny in
Rhode Island. McC,dden continued
to work p,irt time .iftcr the internship
,;;citing up cameras, checking microphone-,, and running broadcasts. He
also worked with editing equipment
and lights.
For his final project, McCadden
directed a news program. He said,
'' At first, it was a little scary, but after
you do your first one, it's easy.''

McCadden went into his internship
with ii great deal of experience from
Roger Williams ollege. A Career
Writing major who graduated in May,
he was a reporter .ind editor for the
campus student newspaper, The Messenger, for two years. He was also a
disc jockey and a program director at
radio station \•VRO for three years.
This background wasn't all that he
needed, though. Speaking Portuguese
8
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would have helped, since at Full
Channel the main emphasis is on the
seven o'clock, foreign-language news
broadcast. Brian said, "It gets crazy
there sometimes. The only guy in the
place who speaks Portuguese is the
sales manager, and it's next to impossible to coordinate photos with
news stories when we have no idea
what he's saying."
McCaddcn said that he enjoyed his
stint at Full Channel, but would like
to work in a bigger operation. Although Full hannel is expanding
(the station recently acquired commercial-insert equipment and will add an
18-foot trailer studio that will make it
rnobile this summer), it is still a relatively small operation.
"After graduation I'd like to travel
either down South or to alifornia,"
says McCadden. "Either way, I might
get involved with a national cable network like USA." If neither of those
plans works out, he might return
home to Lexington, Mass., to investigate publishing opportunities in Boston. Pursuing a master's degree in
philosophy or literature is also a
possibility, McCadden says, but "only
after I pay off some of my college
loans."

Roger Williams College Airs
Programs on Cable Television
by Melissa Peo '86
In one program, faculty member
Kevin Jordan hosts a \.Valking tour of
the historic Lafayette House in Bristol.
In another, the Bill Evans Dance
Company performs as part of the
Alive! Arts Series.
The programs are part of an effort by
Rhode Island colleges and universities
to improve the quality of programming available to cable television subscribers. In 1985, 10 of them joined to
form the Rhode Island Higher Education Cable Television Council
(RII IECTVC).

The ouncil, which schedules programs and monitors standards, uses
two channels on a statewide interconnect system for approximately 12
hours per week. One channel broadcasts programs dealing with public affairs, health, human services, and
government, while the other carries
programs on religion, culture, and education. So far, only five of the state's
11 cable companies are hooked up to
the statewide interconnect, which permits a program to be transmitted
throughout the state al the same time
by the different cable companies.

Roger Williams allege is an active
member of the Council, and has produced several fine arts programs.
President William H. Rizzini and
Nondas Voll, director of public relations and publications, serve on
Rll-tEcrvc's executive committee. Voll
says that the Council is important
because it promotes "cooperation
among the colleges. Ordinarily, we
are so competitive with one another
that we are not ,villing to share.
ow
we're all on the same side."

Peggy Rambach
Gives Reading
Illness kepi nationally known novelist
and short story writer Andre Dubus
from reading from his works and visiting the Contemporary American Fiction class on April 10. But his wife,
Peggy Rambach, who was also on the
bill, did read that evening to an audience of about 50 people. Her first
book of hart stories, When Tlte Animals Leave, has just been published by
Roger Williams College's Ampersand
Press.
Earlier that day, Rambach had held
individual conferences ,-vith student
writers and had spoken to a creative
writing class in Dubus's stead.
She talked about how she writes every day, at the times ,vhen there
are fewest distractions. She writes in
the early morning, while Dubus
works late al night.
Rambach explained that she first sees
a story in images, in scenes. Often an
image that inspires a story does not
appear in the final draft, she said.
Her writing process is "closer to poetry," she added, although she insists
that she is not a poet.
She talked about Dubus's work as
well. According to Rambach, Dubus

ees life unfolding 1n episodes like
short stories rather than 111 the sequences typical of novels. He would
hesitate, sh said, to call his 126-pagc
Voices of lite Moon, which covers 24
hours in the life of a Massachusetts
family, a novel because focus and not
length determine whether a long
piece is a novel.
Writing is made up of a lot of
"searching around which is why it is
so scary," Rambach confided. "You
never know where you are going or
what is going to happen."
Rambach, who has an M.F.A. in creative writing from Vermont College
and an M.A. in creative writing from
the University of New Hampshire,
has had stories published in Cm:yltorse, Fictio,1 Network, and Intro.
Dubus's stories have appeared in The
11,!w,
New Yorker, The Seu 1nnee Rt.'1.
.\'ortlz
Americn11 Review, Ploughshares,
Harper's, The Paris Review, Pe11thouse,
and Bosto11Magazine. His books include Tlte Lie11lennnl, Separnle Fl1gltts,
Ad11llery nnd Other Clto1ces, F111d111g
A
Girl i11 America, and The Times Are
Nroer So Bnd. He received a grant for
fiction from the National Endowment
for the Arts in 1985.
Melissa Peo '86 co11tnb11tedto tlm article.

Rizzini who encourages the College's
involvement with the ouncil, adds
that he likes the extra exposure the
College gets from its cable programs.
Tim Tierney, executive director of
RIHECTVC, is excited about the potential of the Council and its impact on
viewers. He would like to expand
programming and to "demystify TV
production" to make it more accessible to those interested in producing
programs. He also wants to determine
both viewership and general viewer
interest so that RII-IECTVC can better
serve its audience.
Melissa Peo of Poughkeepsie,N. Y., graduated
summa mm !nude with a 8.F.A. in Creative
Writing i11 May.
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In Brief
Stude11ts from the Roger Williams

College

Dance Thent-re perform duri11g their spring
concert May 8, 9, a11d 10. The featured
work was the premiere of "Matters
(net, Matters of Opinion,"

of

choreographed

by Senn C11rrn11,principal performer with
Bill T. /011es/Arnie Za11e nnd Co. of New
York City. Curran, who attended Roger
l\lillinms

College, wo11 the prestigious

Bessie Award as best performer of 1985.

Respiratory Therapy
In April,
Roger Williams College and Rhode
Island Hospital announced the reaccreditation of their joint program in
respiratory therapy for an additional
five-year period. Respiratory therapy
programs are accredited by the American Medical Association's Committee
of Allied Health Education and Accreditation in collaboration with the
Joint Review Committee for Respiratory Therapy Education.
The College awarded associate in
science degrees to its first class of
four respiratory therapy graduates in
May. Respiratory therapy is a twoyear, full-time day program that
meets at the college and the hospital.
Rhode Island Hospital began a oneyear training program for respiratory
therapists in 1967. During the next 18
years, more than 300 respiratory therapists were trained. In 1984, Rhode
Island Hospital transferred program
accreditation to Roger Williams College to enable respiratory therapy
students to earn college credit while
receiving professional training.

Jazz To-Kick-Off
Alive! Arts Series
Spatz, hailed by SI. Lo11isMngazi11eas
"lhe best jazz and blues band in St.
Louis," will open the Roger Williams
College 1986-87 Alive' Arts Series on
Friday evening, September 26.

Dan-ling Fu,
visiting scholar at Roger Williams this
spring from the People's Republic of

Chinese Scholar

Novelist Peter Matthicson, whose latest book Me11's Lives is a tribute

to the

300-year-old fishing community of
Long Island's South Fork, \viii read
from his works on October 16.

iliary and student

services, William

All events will be held in the Performing Arts Center. General admission is $5; student admission, $2.
Season tickets for all eight events are
$30. A reception for season ticket
holders will precede the September 26
performance.
For further information, contact the
Student Services Office, 401 253-1040
ext. 2067.
10
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Law in London

Thomas E. Wright,
Esq. and Dr. Michael Swanson of the
Social Science Division directed the
third annual Law in London Program
May 25 through June 7. The courses
were: Comparative Legal Systems; Juvenile Justice; Cultural Institutions of
England; and British Theatre and Its
Cultural Influence. Fifteen paralegal
students participated in the program,
which included visits to Runnymede,
Windsor Castle, the British Police College, the Old Bailey Criminal Court,
the Youth Detention Center, and the
Royal Courts of Justice.
John Earl,
of London, an internationally recognized authority on
theatre architecture and archaeology
of historic theatres and theatre machinery, was on campus in April as a
scholar in residence. Earl spoke to
classes in theatre and historic preservation. He also gave a lecture entitled
"Theatre Archaeology from London to
Prague" on April 22. Earl was the
guest of the Historic Preservation
Program.
Scholar In Residence
FSA, ARICS,

Spring Phonathon Supports
Alumni Scholarship Fund
"Alumni pledged more than 512,000
in the phonathon conducted this past
April," says College phonathon coordinator Marilyn Koback. Phonathons
have been conducted every spring
and fall at the College since 1981.
This year 16 students helped out during eight evenings of telephone calls.
They reached more than 2,400 alumni
in all parts of the country, giving the
College a chance to update addresses,
find out what's happening to
graduates, and make an appeal for
contributions to support activities at
the College.
The phone calls brought in 750 pledges ranging from 5100 to 55; the average gift was S20. Employers' matching gifts, in some cases, were particularly helpful in doubling, and
even tripling, the value of the gift.
This spring's phonathon supported
the establishment of an Alumni
Scholarship Fund.
Assisting in the effort was Kathleen
Coleman '88, a "winner" at recruiting
fellow students to participate in the 6
to 9 p.m. sessions of phone calls and
pizza. She also led the group in raising the most money in pledges. Other
students recognized for their success
were: Jane Sileo '89, Chris Giamo '88,
and James Hubbard '87.
Alumni in Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts are invited to
give their Alma Mater a boost by participating in the next phonathon,
scheduled for October. Prospective
volunteers should call the Alumni Office at 401 253-1040 ext. 220-1. E.5.P.

Other events in the series have not
yet been set, although director of auxO'Connell 74, says that, for the six
remaining spots, he is considering a
plc1y, a performance of Christmas
music, a dcmce program, chamber
music, a one-man show, and a cabaret shov.icasing the best student and
alumni performances. Dates, times,
and performers will be announced in
August.

China (see The Bridge, Spring 1986),
has been accepted into the M.A.T.
Program at Rhode Island College. She
will begin her studies in the fall.

Spat: will kick off the 1986-87 Alive! Arts
Series

011

September 26.

Tom Dollarhide, Jeff

lfllll't'S,

and Stcl't'

Caµpo::.olli, Co11ti1111i11g
Ld11cntum .sflldrnt.s
i11Electrical E11gi11eerh1gTecl111olog_11,
ft'st
new computer equipment

rrccntlif donated

by Te.\as Instruments.
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Architecture:
Building the Program
by Elaine Brousseau

When President William H. Rizzini picked up the ceremonial shovel and
broke ground on April 8 for the $4.45 million architecture building at
Roger Williams College, he set in motion the construction of the first new
school of architecture to be built in few England in more than 20 years.
The event capped a year of achievements for the young Architecture
Program. In July 1985, the National Architectural Accrediting Board sent
word that Roger Williams College had received its first professional accreditation, making the program the first new school to be accredited in
the United States and Canada in five years. In December, the College
was notified that it was one of five schools chosen to compete annually
for the newly created Lyceum Traveling Fellowship, which each year
will award two travel grants of $7,000 and 54,000 to architecture students
for study abroad. In March, a group of 10 Roger Williams College students built a model of the Brooklyn Bridge out of Nestle's Quik boxes
and edged out 29 other schools to capture first place in a national contest (see page19). Later in the spring the American Institute of Architects
(AJA)chose two Roger Williams College students from a national pool of
applicants to receive scholarships ranging from 5500 to 52,000. And, for
the third year, four faculty members have been awarded fellowships by
the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA).
A few weeks ago, the editor of The Bridge spoke with Raj Saksena, director of the Architecture Division, about the program in order to find out
where it is headed, what is special about it, and why it is becoming so
popular. Excerpts from that conversation follow.
How are admissions

this year? How many places were m•ailab/e>

We want an incoming class of approximately 90, including transfer
students who frequently come after a two-year degree. They get credit
for some of the other courses, but not for design studio. We had 450 applicants. More than the number, what pleases me is the level of the candidates. The quality of architecture applicants has steadily improved over
the last three years. The typical entrant in the fall '86 class is in the top
third of his or her graduating class, has a GPA of 3.0 and above and SAT's
in excess of 1000. I recognize that the SAT's by themselves are not a
reliable predictor of future performance, but they tell us something. Based on class standing and performance in high school, the fall '86 class
represents the most highly qualified group of students the College has
admitted to date.
[n terms of quality and number of applicants, what is happening now is
what I would have expected a year or two from now when the construction of the architecture building was completed and we had announced
a five-year term of accreditation. So we are pleased that things are happening ahead of schedule.
Between last year and this year - I don't have accurate statistical data
right now - my guess is that the mean SA T's have jumped more than
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100 points. Many who are not admitted to architecture are getting into
other programs within the College. This is good for the College as a
whole.

"We are correctly ,,rrceh1etf ns n xood school
gelti11g /Jl'tfer in a hurry."

I, tltis J'Opulnrity n result of tlte nccreditntio11?

The accreditation and the design competition for the new building. I saw
the competition as a major marketing tool to promote the architecture
school, and it has served that purpose. The competition is correctly
perceived as our commitment to quality. Accrediting by the National Ar-·
chitectural Accrediting Board is evidence that, within a very short time,
we have reached a certain level of accomplishment. That we are the only
new school to be accredited nationally in five years speaks for itself.

I

I,

In December 1985, I was asked to speak about our school at the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA) Administrators Conference. That is when all the deans and chairmen of architecture schools
gather together in Washington for two days. I told the chairman of the
conference that I preferred to keep a low profile. The fact that we had recently become a newly accredited school of architecture did not necessarily make me a resident expert on the subject. The response I received from
the chairman was, "But, yes, it does, because you represent the only new
school to have made it in five years." It is good for the school that the
AC',A wanted to hear what I had to say. It helps the school to become
better known ,,vithin the national architectural school community.
/s lltl' J't'1-ce11tnseof 1po11u•11
architcct11rl' st,ule11ts risi11g?

Yes. This year 30 percent of the applicants were women, but they represented 35 percent of the acceptances. This is very pleasing. It is my
hope that, in the next few years, this percentage will go even higher.
Compared to other professions, architecture has always been hospitable
to women. It has allowed some flexibility to take time off for other obligations without losing one's professional standing.
One other thing that is different about the incoming class is that it will
have more students, both male and female, who come from the top 10
percent of their high school graduating classes. These students have also
been accepted at schools like Syracuse, RISO, and Carnegie-Mellon.

Some of them have
Iiams this fall. If 20
were accepted were
has a way of doing
class's work.

indicated to us that they plan to attend Roger \\'iipercent of these top students who applied here and
to come here, we would be delighted, because this
something to the class, of raising the level of the

1-Vlzyu1011/rlsomeone choose Roger l\'illinms Ol'l'r Syracuse or Can,cgic-

Mellou?

Well, there are several reasons, I think, why they might choose us. First,
we are a small school. Second, our thrust is different. To us, 011ething is
not important. To us, //tree things are important. \Vhile architectural design studio remains the principal avenue of teaching architecture, "·e
emphasize a balanced education. Liberal arts and background in the
technical subjects are just as important. \Ve are committed to the development of the "whole person" in society through professional training
combined with a strong, integrated sequence of general education
courses.
We are correctly perceived to be a good school getting better in a hurrv.
So you see, these are all reasons why a very
here. The whole approach is perhaps a little
course, the new building is a very big draw.
dents will have one of the finest architectural

good student might come
more personal. And, of
Come ne,t year, our stufacilities.

It's review week, but I do11'/ see tlte nctil•ity i11 tlte /mils I Still' last
semester wlte11 tlte stude11/s were getti11g tlteir prese11tntio11s togetlter.
. the fall '86 cit,_._,.rl'JJrl'!i-t'11ts flu· most
higlt/11 ,11111l1/1t'd
group of ::-t11d1•11ts
!ht• Col•
/1•g1• l,11, ,ul1111tft•d to daft•."
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Up until last semester, our students, like most architecture students,
came to the reviews with three rings around their eyes, not having slept
for 50 hours or so, and fail the oral presentation. This semester we required that all drawings be submitted the evening before a review. So
for the presentations today, the frantic activity took place the night before. We are trying to encourage more and more - and certainly in the
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a big hurry," he adds. Start-up costs
for a practice, which include costly
liability insurance, are among the
reasons for deferring solo practice.

"Often it's best if you're in a firm that
you're happy with," says Drew, adding that it's an exciting time to be

working in South County. "The work

James Drew '85

we're doing is very interesting and

I understand

challenging," he says of Munroe's

We've actually added two full-time faculty positions, bringing the number to 10. William McQueen, a part-time faculty member for the past
two years, will join _us full time in fall. And, after conducting a national
search we've hired Ulker Copur, whose three degrees include a Ph.D.
from Cornell. She will be the coordinator of the second-year design
studio and will teach courses in architectural history. She brings with
her an accomplished record of scholarship and research.

practice, which is primarily residences
and some commercial structures.

"Right now I'm happy in Rhode Island.
Business in this state is the best it's

Architecture Alumni Give
High Marks to Program

upper-level classes - that it is more important to work in an organized
and consistent manner rather than rely upon a crash effort all the time.
By the fourth year, students have already passed the endurance test. I
tell our students that it is no longer necessary for them to demonstrate
that they can stay up 28 hours a day'
/11 tl,esc review sessio11s are stude11ts actually practici11g for tl,e ki11d of
prese11tatio11 t!,ey would give before a clie11t?

That's exactly what they are doing. And they are required to do well
both orally and in a written statement.
Wl,at's tl,c process after graduatio11> How does a 8ac/1elor of Architecture graduate beco111ea registered arc/1itect?
Graduates have to serve a period of apprenticeship before taking the registration examination. During this apprenticeship in an architectural firm,
you're considered a junior staff member. After you pass the registration
exam and fulfill other educational requirements, you can apply to the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB) for membership. With this membership you can become registered in other states.
How are lfoger Williams

College architecture graduates doi11g so far?

The first bachelor of architecture
degrees were awarded in 1983, and
Roger Williams College graduates are
starting to find places in the architectural community in New England.
James Drew of Narragansett, R.I.,
who was graduated in December

1985, says that he does "everything
from client meetings to job site inspections" for Kevin S. Munroe, an
architect in Peacedale, R.I. Munroe
has been a mernber of the adjunct
faculty at Roger Williams teaching architectural history.
Dre\\', who as office manager also
does bidding, specification writing,
and construction drawings for the
Peacedalc firm, has been with Kevin
Munroe for two years now.

the State University of New York
along the way. "When I came back to

Rhode Island (his family lives in

You could feel it in the atmosphere."

Well, up until now, with a few graduates, it has been an informal
system of individual guidance. But I know that in the future we'll
have to work out a system.

Drew, now 26, will be eligible to sit

T 11E BR ID CE

architects Donald J. Prout & Associates in Cranston, R.I.

Bill Slack '84, who will take his certification exams this summer, is a project

architect with Ahearn, Schopfer & Associates. For a year he has been with
the Boston architectural and planning
firm, which, says Slack, does residential, hotel, and retail work, and some
"rehabs" in Massachusetts and other

parts of New England. He worked
previously for Payette Associates.
Slack, who is originally from West
Orange, N.J., received a B.S. in archi-

had been going on, I got excited
about Roger Williams. I had no doubt
that the program would be accredited.

for the certification examination to
become a registered architect next
summer. The examining board requires bachelor of architecture degree
holders to serve a three-year apprenticeship in an architectural firm, gaining experience in every phase of an
architect's practice. "You need to

have the rounding off of experience,"
Drew explains. "I'd like to branch out

you've just hired a 11inlh full-time

faculty

111e111ber.

We apply high standards as well to recruitment of part-time faculty. Last
year we did a direct mailing of 2,000 and placed an ad in the Bos/011
Globe. We received 44 applications. Of these I interviewed 15 and selected three. This year we have just recruited a young, bright, energetic architect from Connecticut. I spent two and one-half hours with him and
told him, "Your qualifications are excellent, you have done very good
work, you have published, and you are too busy to teach. So you are
the logical person to teach 1" He will be teaching here at Roger Williams
College this fall. Seriously the calibre of part-time faculty is very important to a young, professional school like ours. We are very proud of our
faculty, both part-time and full-time.
How is the buildi11g co111i11g
a/011g7
The building is on schedule. We expect to be in the building when the
NAAB accrediting team returns in spring 1987. We can hardly wait'

tectural engineering technology from
Roger Williams in 1980. He worked
for three years, then returned in ·1933
to complete the new five-year program.

Do you do a11y ki11d of place111e11t?
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Williams College in 1985. She is with

Slack said that the change to a first
professional degree program brought

Portsmouth) in 1982 and I sai,.vwhat

My own background is international, so I have a great deal of interest in
what is going on in the world. But more than that, it is important that
our students receive information from sources other than American journals. Most American journals function more and more like fashion magazines with writing level comparable to a manufacturer's catalogue. Sel-

Drew was married in May to Deborah
Parker, who also received her bachelor of architecture degree from Roger

leges before settling in at Roger

Every one of them is employed in his field. Some of them are taking the
registration exam this year. All are gainfully employed. None of them to
my knowledge has been fired'

The architecture library l,o/di11gs are certai11ly expa11di11g.I see that you
are 110w subscribi11g to periodicals published overseas.

been since I've been in the field."

Drew had been to a number of colWilliams, picking up an associate's
degree in architeclura\ technology at

dom a critical word' The notable exception is Architecture magazine
where Don Canty has done a commendable job. His magazine is getting
better while others are getting worse. The American magazine's
coverage of architecture abroad is both limited and shallow. There is
some very significant and exciting work going in other parts of the
world. We want our students to see this work for themselves, so we
subscribe to 156 periodicals from all over the world.

with it a new emphasis on design.
''When I was first at Roger Williams,
courses were about 50 percent design
and 50 percent engineering. Now the
design is stressed more."

Slack's long-range plans include
"probably my own firm - down the
road" and "maybe doing some
teaching."

At the ground breaking (left lo right):
Geoffrey Palmer and William L. Kite, Jr.,
of Kite Palmer Associates,

arcl,itects;

President William H. l?.i=:.ini; 11011.
n,omas f. Paolh,o, cltnirman, Rogl'r
Williams College Board of Trustees,· and
Henry V. Collins, Jr., president of N. \I.
Collirts Co., co11traclor.

on my own eventually, but I'm not in
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working with his father for a time, he
went to work at age 20 for a furniture
maker in Berlin and then was assist,rnt to the architect Peter Behrens. By
1930, with the Barcelona Pavilion and
several other important buildings to
his credit, he became director of the
Bauhaus, the progressive German design school known for its dcvelop1nent of the International Style. The
increasingly conservative political
climate in Cermc1ny forced Mies to

close the school in ·1933_In 1937 he
came to America and made Chicago
his hrnTie until his de;ith in 1969

He was special, though, Blake concluded, because "he took architecture
very, very seriously. He didn't want
to be interesting. He wanted to be

good."
"In Mies's work," he said, "there
nothing superfluous."

was

"Excellent" Results from NEA
Design Competition,
Rizzini Says
In February, President William H.

Peter Blake Offers Friendly,
Critical Appraisal of Mies
van der Rohe
Peter Blake, prominent mchitectural
critic and chainrian of the School of
Architecture at Catholic University,
shcired his recollections of Ludwig
Mies van dcr Rohe with ,1rchitecture
',tudcnts and faculty in late April. The
lecture commemorated the centennial
of the birth of one of the 20th century's most influential Mchitects.
13\ake'$ talk was p.irt of the lecture
c;erics urgani1ed by the Architecture
Division, which each spring brings a
distinguished group of speakers to
ca,npus. Be$ides Blake, this year's
speakers were l:>c1ulSpreiregen, FAIA,
of \Va!":>hinHton, D.C.; R,,njit Sc1bikhi
of The Dc-.ign Group, New Delhi, lndi,1; \Verner Scligm.1nn, dean of the
School uf Architecture at Syracuse
University; ;111dFred Koetter of Koetter Kim & Associates.
Blake spoke about the achievements
and influence of Mies van der Rohe,
who he,1ded the school of architecture
at Illinois Institute of Technology for
two d1::-cc1des
,1nd, said Blake, "changed the direction of architecture in
America and the shape of American
cities quite r.1dicc1lly."
The son of a German stonemason,
1\ilies had no formal education. After

THE

Rizzini was invited

marked. "Actually I think he had

meeting of the National Endowment

more thc1n one," he .idded, laughing.
"He was very conscious of the fact that
he had no fornMI education." VVhcnever the issue of acc1demic credentials
came up, "he would get rather huffy
and wc1lk out."

l'l'fer H/akc
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Mies had one weak spot, Blake re-
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Blake said that Mies was ''extremely
taciturn in English, but not in German at all. His English was terrible.
I le could hardly communicc1te with
c1nyone." But Mies was, he added,
"unpretentious
and decent." Compared
with Gropius, whom Blake called
"humorless,"
and Le Corbusicr, who
was "impossibly arrogant,"
Mies "lived only for his work."
But there arc "some things about
Mies's work which arc very questiont1ble," Blake said, things that Mies
would probably have rethought had
he lived longer.
Blake pointed out that Mies's "singleminded preoccupation with structure," his view that structure was the
almost exclusive technological deterrninant of form, hc1sbeen challenged.
So h.is his "idea of a universal
space" that could accept any type of
use, a notion that 13lake called "unrealistic." Finally, Mies's vision of urban order as "rigid and rigorous" has
been shown to be one that does not
"reflect cities in a free world," said
Blake. "A lot of urban renewal has
been built in this kind of image."
Blake speculated that in some ways
Mies, whose important buildings in
this country include the Seagram

to address a

for the Arts, vvhich in 1984 awarded

Roger Williams College a grant of
$58,299 to fund a national design
competition

for its new architecture

building. An excerpt from President
Rizzini's speech, "How I Learned to
Stop Worrying and Love Architecture
Thanks to the National Endowment
for the Arts and to an Energetic
Director of Architecture,"
is

reprinted below.
"Tlte co111petitio11
has res11ltedi11a
design that the Tr11steesa11dI are very
pleased with. It respectsthe existi11gca111p11sbuildings without mimicking them. It
conveys 1mderstatedelega11ce.The architecture m,d the farnlty

are wildly

e11th11siastic.
So if I get asked, "What did the NEA

spo11soreddesign competition do for Roger
Williams College'"

I say the followi11g:

We gained a 11icelydesig11edlmildi11g,
compatible, practical mid useful for our

st11de11ts.
We gai11eda pride i11ourselves.
Tlm•c of thr 10 Roga

We gai11eda 11atio11al
rep11tatio11.
We gained a positive factor hi the NAAB
accreditatio11process.
We gained a,1 excellent ed11catio11al
experience for our st11de11fs.

We helped promote good desig11.
We fl1i11kdesig11co111petitio11
is a r.0011derf11/ way of obtai11i11g
an excellent b11ildi11g.
For us, the competitio11has done
everything we had hoped for and

Architecture Students Win
National Contest
This spring 10 architecture
won Honda motorscooters

students
in a con-

test sponsored by Nestle's Quik. To
compete in the Nestle's Quik Spring
Break '86 Challenge, contestants had
to build models of well-known structures out of Nestle's Quik boxes.

SOI/IC.

Nestle's spokeswoman

Shavvn Spratt

dc11ts ll'ho butlt

\\ illinm:,

said that the Boise State students built

Bridxe out of ,\estle':,

a replica of the Mayflower

look at th1'rr cre11tio11. from

from about

1,000 cartons. The Brooklyn Bridge
model, made up of some 648 Quik

College ~t11-

a model of the 8r()oJ..ly11
Q111k bon':,

t11J..t·a

ft>(t art' Bt'llz

Du•11cr, Btll Tor11aci11n, aml foe Rus.,•.:,t·ro.

cartons, stands three and one-half feet
high and two feet wide.

"Bridge"

builder Bob Butwin '86 gave

credit to the designer of the real

Brooklyn Bridge. "We just copied it,
and it worked,"

Building in New York City, the 860

The Roger Williams College students'
entry, a 21-foot model of the Brooklyn

Lake Shore Drive apartments in
Chicago, and S.R. Crown Hall on the
campus of Illinois Tech, "was ne·ver
really at home in America."

Bridge, captured first prize, missing

the entries.

out on the grand prize of $10,000 or a
free trip to Daytona Beach to a group
from Boise State University in Idaho.

he says.

Five New York City architects judged
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Five Alumnae Published
by Ampersand Press
by Elni11eBro11sseau

If there's one thing that's absent from her day, it's the camaraderie of
fellow students and teachers. "I miss being in that college environment
where people have the same interests."

In one story a boy comes to terms with his grandfather's death. In another, a young Iranian student learns about love and loss in America. A
third brings into focus the vacant life of a pretty girl who lives to make
it on the bar scene.

"Going to Roger Williams College was one of the greatest things I ever
did," Galoppi-Stevens asserts. Because the Creative Writing Program is
small (approximately 25 students in all four years), she received a great
deal of individual attention. Friends in other schools thought "that I was
in wonderland" with teachers who would "sit down one on one." She
has high praise for the Creative Writing Program faculty. "I consider
myself very lucky. The Roger Williams College environment is hard to
find elsewhere."

"We're always looking at student worksheets. We're always looking for
a common denominator that we can make a book out of," says editor
Geoffrey Clark. He found that something in five stories by graduates of
Roger Williams College's Creative Writing Program.
The result was the book Tl,e Best I Ca11Wish You, published last year by
Ampersand Press. The title of the thematic collection was taken from a
quote by William Thackeray, "The best I can wish you, my child, is a
little misfortune."
All of the stories "had been used successfully in class," says Clark.
"The students seemed to enjoy them."
Together with fellow Fine Arts faculty members Martha Christina and
Robert McRoberts, Clark founded Ampersand Press at Roger Williams
College in 1980. To date, Ampersand has published 12 titles of poetry
and fiction. The Press will publish two chapbooks and one full-length
collection of short fiction next year, reports director Martha Christina.
Since 1977, the Creative Writing Program has published an issue of the
literary magazine Calliope, also edited by Christina, each semester. "I
now read about 2,000 submissions per issue," says Christina. "It's a
reflection of our growing reputation for excellence among both established and emerging writers internationally."
All five of the alumnae featured in The Best I Can Wish You were
students in the literary magazine class that produces Calliope.
Nanja Galoppi-Stevens '80 of Meriden, Conn., is represented in the collection by the short story, "A Saturday Stroll." "Yes, it's autobiographical," Galoppi-Stevens admits of the story that chronicles the afternoon
of two people who, while on a walk, have a conversation with a young
religious convert. "My brain is a tape recorder, and everything that happens to me is exaggerated or fictionalized on paper. I think I view things
in a strange way, which helps to make them more interesting."
Since January, Galoppi-Stevens has been working full time on her
writing. Before that, she was a part-time product manager in cable television marketing.
She is writing a lot of short stories, she says, "trying to work them into
a second novel," tentatively titled S11owbal/'sChance. Her first novel, her
senior thesis project, has been making the rounds of publishers.
With her husband and "fan club president" Robert's encouragement,
Galoppi-Stevens is giving herself at least a year to work on her writing,
without the distractions of a job.
"I love this. I always wished I could do this," she says of full-time
writing. "But you have to be very self-disciplined," she notes. "Writers
only get better by writing. I try to write a little bit every day. I squeeze
every minute out of every hour but there are, of course, not enough
hours in the day." Her efforts have resulted in a few pieces published,
most notably a short story, "Jaw Wired Shut," which appeared in a
Connecticut newspaper.
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Other titles available from

Ampersand

Press are:

A Birder's Dozen, Brendan Gc1lvin

How did it feel to see herself in print? "Getting published by Ampersand was great," she remarks. "I wanted to tell everyone. Any kind of
pat on the back is fantastic. It's like the gasoline that keeps you going."

(poetry) $3.50
Ham Operator, Jim I !all (poetry and
fiction

S3

Figure~from Wo11derla11d,
I larriett Linn
(short fiction)

$2.50

Tam11l11las
011the Lifeb11oy,Thomas Lux

(poetry) $2.50
Mirl11ixhtT11m111g Gray, Peter Matthiessen
(early short fiction)

$5.50

A S1nlpleProsression, Larry Moffi
(poetry) S'1.95
Tornado Alley, Philip Paradis

(poetry)

S2.50

When the A111111nls
Len11c,Peggy Rarnbach
(short fiction) $4
Wyo111Ulg,William Stafford (poetry)
Cherries, Lucien Stryk (poetry) $4

$2.50

All prices include postage on prepaid
orders. Send checks, pavable to Roger
Williams College, to Ampersand Press,
Creative Writing Program, Roger Williams

College, Bristol, R.l. 02809.

For Janine Padow '83, whose story "Monday's Child" looks at two bar-hopping women and their hopes and dreams, the task now is not coaxing a short story or poem out of the blank sheet of paper, but writing
promotional copy for a publisher. ''I'm good at it, and it's a challenge
like writing a poem," she says. "You have to get a point across in a certain amount of space."
As marketing coordinator for the general books division (trade books) of
Macmillan Publishing Company, Padow finds herself working long
hours and has no time for her own writing. "If you are going to write
you have to work part time."
"But I'm getting an insider's view and it is a very valuable experience.
When I do go back to writing, this experience will be very profitable for
me, because I see what manuscripts get published and why. I know
what sells and what doesn't."
Padow, a native of Long Island, now living with her husband in Roslyn
Heights, was attracted to Roger Williams College because of the Creative
Writing Program. She came with an associate's degree from Bryant College and decided on the creative writing major "because I wanted to
pursue something that interested me. Period."
"I guess I'd say that right now I'm sublimating my creative instincts into writing on the job," says copywriter Padow. She still thinks about
writing a book someday, though. "I've just been reading a first novel
Macmillan acquired by an English author whose style is similar to mine
and I've been thinking, 'I could write a book like that.' And I've started
to think about who would publish this and what sort of audience would
read it."
Other alumnae featured in the collection are Claudette Covey '80,
("Since Joshua"), associate editor of Astn Travel News in New York City;
Katherine Fair '80, ("Reza"), a copywriter in St. Petersburg, Florida; and
Darlene Mikula '82, ("The Wake"), who works at the Seattle University
bookstore.
Copies of The Best I Can Wish You can be purchased by sending a check
for $3.50, payable to Ampersand Press, to Ampersand Press, Creative
Writing Program, Roger Williams College, Bristol, R.I. 02809.
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\vays to improve government ethics
and to set up a college institute where
government officials could participate
in training seminars.
Jordan Featured Speaker
Dr.
Kevin E. Jordan of the Social Science
Division spoke on "Beyond the Investment Ta, Credits: A Search for an
Historic Preservation Ethic" at the
Providence Preservation Society in
April. His lecture was part of the
series "Celebrations: Milestones in
Preservation."
l\ ill

\larl/111111 M111r

\11to11

Ayton Wins Award
a member of the Fine
the first pri,c winner
for ne\,' guitar quartet

composition,

"Prelude

William Ayton,
Arts faculty, is
in a competition
music. Ayton's

and Ricercar,"

received ii 100 C,Fih aw.ird and will
be performed and published.

The conte'-1 for original, unpublished
compo<.,ition'i for guitar quartets was
coo:,pon.;,ored bv Plucked String, Inc.

and the

,uit,,r Department

of the

Shcnando;ih Conservatory of Music in
\Vinchc~ter, VJ. \Vorks submitted to
the competition
h.id to be at the tcchnicc1I level of the college undcrgradu.itc.
Ayton received a ll.f\l I from Shenando,,h 0110:.,crvatorvand an \I \It.. from

the New Fngl,md Con,crvatory.

In

d1',CU','-oing the competition,
Ayton
noted how little cn,;;cmblc music for
guit,1r had been written in the past.
Gould Honored
Dr. Mark D. Gould,
Natur.il Science f.inllty member, was
elected "Teacher nf the Year" by studcnt5 of Alph.l Chi, Roger \Villiams's
chapter of the ni1tionc1l honor society.
Gould received a pl,1que at the
I lonors 13.inquct on M.iy I. The students in Alpha Chi voted four years
ago to estab\i,;;h the ,1ward. Pc1strecipients have been Marl... Brickley, Dr.
Kevin E. Jordan, and Edgar 5. Brown.
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Mair Runs Guitar Summer School
1larilynn
Mair of the Fine Arts faculty
conducted the American Mandolin
and Guitar Summer School on June 2329 ,11 Roger Williams College.

He also w.is the featured speaker at
the Bristol Historical and Preservation
Society's fiftieth annual meeting on
i\ pril 28. Jordan gave a slide presentation entitled "Metamorphosis:
A 150-ycar-old Barn to a cw Performing
Arts
enter."

The weel...-long program which was
patterned after successful schools of
its type <1broad, combined daily classes that developed individual proficiencv with seminars, concerts, and a stud.,cnt recital to .ippeal to players on all
levels.

Governor Chooses Topi
Dr.
Melvyn A. Topf of the Humanities Division has been appointed executive
secretary of Rhode Island Governor
Edward DiPrete's recently established
Committee on Ethics in Government.
DiPrete directed the panel to suggest

1970

1975

1979

David W. Gamache of North Kingstown,
R.I., has been promoted to the rank of
master sergeant in the U.S. Army Reserve.
He is an operations sergeant in West Warwick and serves with the 76th Division
Maneuver Training Command.

Louis W. Gingerella of I fopk.ington, R.I.,
has joined the Bank of cw l:.ngland-Old
Colony as vice president of commercial
lending. He has eight yeMs of commercial
lending experience with Fleet ,\l',1t1onalBank.

David Eaton i"i account ',upen·1sor at State
Street Bank. 111 Boo:.,ton.lfe lin:•,:,\,1th his
\\ ife, Sunnnt:>. 111\111!1..,_
\la,:,,:,

Henry F. Malkowski, Jr., joined
Pawtucket Savings Bank in 1972 as a
regional branch manager, serving the
branch and consumer loan areas. In
March, he was elected vice president of
the bank. He lives with his wife in Warwick, R.I.

1971
Donald J. Swanson of North Kingstown,
R. I., has been promoted to major in the
U.S. Army Reserve. Swanson is a controller of operations in West Warwick; he
serves with the 76th Divi ion Maneuver
Command.

1972

1976
Captain Charles A. Goodwin of the East
Providence Police Department received a
master of science in management from
Lesley College in ambridge, Mass., in
January. Goodwin is a member of the
criminnl justice faculty at Bristol Community College in Fall River.
Ronald S. Montecalvo, Sr. of North Providence, R.I., is new project m,magcr for
Dimeo Construction
ompnny. I le is responsible for the renov<1tJon of the Providence Public Librarv, which mvolvcs rebuilding most of lh~ mtcrior while allowing the public unmtcrruptcd access to the
1,000,000-item librarv collection. Montecalvo is married to t#he former Betty Ellen
DiDonato; the couple h~wc four children.

Thomas Feeney of Avon, onn., has been
working as a sales representative at Larco
Corporntion in West Hartford. Feeney
designs and sells industrial equipment.

M.iir taught .ilong with her husband,
Marl... D.ivis, who is in charge of
guitar programs c1tSoutheastern
M.iss.ichusetts University and the
Universitv of Connecticut, and with
I libbard f~erry, teacher of mandolin
,md guitar.
Marilynn Mair and Mark Davis, as the
Mair-Davis Duo, have expanded the
concert repertoire for mandolin and
guit.lr and released three recordings.
They hl1ve performed and tc1ught at
summer schools and festivals in
Sp.iin, France, Germany, England,
c1nd Sweden.

NOTES-·'"!·.,·~

Swiczewicz Attends Conference
In
January, Louis Swiczewicz, Open Division faculty, attended a conference
sponsored by the New England Action Research Network of the Council
for Adult and Experiential Learning
(CAEL). Roger Williams College is the
only Rhode Island institution represented in the IS-member New
England planning group working in
the areas of curriculum, workplace
learning, and experiential learning.

Fire Chief James Eddy, head of the
S\\ansea, \la.,,
fire Department tor the
past four \'t:>ar<,,ha, bi..•t:>n
Ira, ding around
the country ..,pe,1k.mgabout hre pre, ention. He ha,:, ,1]<,o\\ nttt:>n ,e,eral article-.,
on the IOplC Formt.>rh he "l.'n t'd Barrington and 'm an..,1.•,1
a .. c,1pta111and 111
19 I, after a natiom, 1de <.,earch.became
fire chief m Durh,,m. , 11

Russ Winchell worh.c;at B,1ttellc \lemorial
Laboratory'-. Du,burv (~la..,,.) ,\larine
Laboratory.

1981

John O'Brien is senior fishery biologist
with the Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management.
Ronald S. \fontcwll'o,

Lester Stevens has been hired as loan officer of the Business Development Company of Rhode Island. Stevens has been
affiliated with New England Savings Bank
in Connecticut and Rhode Island Federal
Savings Bank and has more than 10 years
of lending experience, including assetbased lending for MACK Finnncint Corporation. He is married, has two children,
and lives in Warwick.

Angela L. DeMedeiros •.., supen·isor of occupational health at Amcnc,m Tounster,
Inc., in \V,1rrl'n, R I

June Treat contmut:>..,to work for Liz
Claiborne, Inc, 111 i\:('\\ JC'TW\'

Joseph J. lacoi is working nt Harris
Graphics Corporntion in Pawcatuck,
Conn., as supervisor of purchasing administration. He lives in Westerly, R.I.,
with his wife, Angie, and their two
children.
/or1fa11

1980

Judy Scanlon J', work.mg al Battelle \lemorial L1boraton·'<., Du,bun· {\la,s.) \lanne
Laboratory

1973

kt'l'l11

Deborah Dias Stewart ha, been in charge
of tours and con\'entum.., at Eac;tern
Airline,:, 111Tampa. FIJ for the past eight
vears. She and her hu-.band ha, e a one;,ear-old daughh.•r ,Kole Catenna. born
on Februan 14, 19fi:;

Sr.

1977
Richard J. Amato of Cranston, R. I. has
been named president and chief executive
officer of Kates Properties, lnc.,of Providence.

1978
Robert Joel of Edison, .J., is a civil engineer with Dclcurv-Cather Corporation,
which is also in Edison.

Paul Bormann of I ak.e\, ood Colo. recei\'ed his master of architecture degree from
the Unn·er,1tv of Color,1do 111 Dem·er m
December 198=i.Self-empkwcd .1s an architectural 1llustrator, ht:>1<.,
gaming e,penence
toward arch1tectur,1I rt:>g1str,1tionm the
Denver region
Susan Cline, ,, ho lin:-s m ;-.,:e,, Bt:>dford,
l\•lass., is e,ccutive director of the RotchJones-DuH I !oust:>nnd Mden l\luseum,
one of the n.ition·.., fine-;! e,ample~ of
Greek. Revival .uch1tecture. Clme a former
secondarv school te.1cher from Kans.a<,
wanted 1~1change c.ueer-; ,, hen she decided to tak.e ,1 dt:>gree m I li.;tonc Preser. at ion at Roger\\ ilham-. College \\ htle at
the College, she studied , ,1nous communities in Rhode l.;J,md ,md ne,1rb\' ~l.issachuROGER
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setts, was a pl,mner with the Providence
Preservation Society, and worked for the
Boston Landmarks Commission. She also
was director at the Swinburne School in
Newport.
Tom Ryshavy is working
Se.i Farms on Cape Cod.

for Blue Cold

Joe Schmidt
\•vorks for !KEA, a
Swedish home furnishing company that is
making inroads in the U.S. furniture market.
Jennifer Toohey is working at Battelle
Memori.:il Laboratory's Duxbury (Mass.)
Mnrine Laboratory.

1982
Cathi Coccores was guest spe;iker in
April for a Natural Science Division lecture
,11Roger \Villiams College. A traveling elementary school te,1cher for the Mystic
Aqu<1rium, she spoke on "The Mystic
Aqu;irium-Rescarch
and Education." Coecores wa~ a science teacher JI Easthampton I tigh School in Connecticut from 1983
until 1984.
Marjorie Crofts is working for the State of
Delaware to determine the l'nvironmental
condition:. of the state's small bays.
Tariq Diab is a mechanical engineer in
d1.:irgc of rcse.:irch development and new
design at 1\.!eslab Instrument, Inc., in
Portsmouth, N.l l. Di,1b received a master's
degree in rnech,rnical engineering in 1983
from \Vorceslcr Polytechnic Institute. He is
rnJrried ,ind has u two-year-old son.
Lt. Richard R. Fecteau nf Cumberland,
R.l., h.1s graduated from the U.S. Air
Force aircr,1ft mainten,111ce office course al
Chanute Air Force Base, Ill., where he
!e<1rned m.1nagemenl supervision of <1ircraft
m<1intenance ,1ctivities.
Norm Goulet h.:is completed a master's
degrl'C in environmental chemistry at
Florida Institute of Technology.
Kym Joyal oi U\.bridge, Mass., was il participant in the 1986 Miss MassachusettsUSA P,1geant, held in Worcester in
FcbruMy. She is studying television and
media production .it Worcester State College.

1983
Paula J. Boehm of Greenville, R.1., has
been promoted to the position of assistant
vice president of accounting and administration al Brett Construction Co., in Attleboro, Mass. She handles construction
management projects throughout New
England. Boehm was formerly the corporation's secretary.
Patricia L. Bower was guest speaker in
April for a Naturnl Science Division lecture
at Roger Williams College. A traveling elementary school teacher for the Mystic
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Aquarium, Bower spoke on "The Mystic
Aquarium-Research
,ind Education."

the presidential mantle when the class
returns to campus for its reunions.

Contributors

Albert M. DeChristofano
has been promoted to sergeant in the North Providence
Police Department. He has been a member
of the department for 10 112 years. He lives
with his wife and son in North
[)rovidence.

Fifty class agents, who will assist in
building the alumni network for the Class
of '86, are currently being sought. Interested graduates are invited to volunteer.
Write: Alumni Office, Roger Williams College, Bristol, IU. 02809.

The following were inadvertently omitted
from the 1985 Donors List, which was
published in The Bridge, Winter 1986 Bill
Alicandro 77, Timothy Pramer '82.

Ronnie L. Parks has been promoted to
technical sergeant in the U.S. Air Force.
Parks is an electronic computer and
switching systems technician with the
1926th Information Systems Squadron al
Robbins Air Force Base. He lives with his
wife, Gayle, in Ceorgi.i.

Marriages

Carla Sbardella, who cilso holds a degree
in nursing from the Bristol Community
College, has joined Ocean State l)hysicians
Health Plan as a utilization review coordinator. She was formerly employed in the
same capacity in the Government Programs/Medicare Department for Blue Cross
& Blue Shield of Boston.

1984
Donna Cormier is in Woods Hole, Mass.,
working for National Marine Fisheries as
an aquarist and research technician.
Colleen Hanley of Weymouth, Mass., has
joined the Jdvertising and public relations
firm of Conrad & Company as traffic/production coordinator. Formerly, she was
tr,1ffic manager at Tower Advertising.
Mark V. Laucella of Branford, Conn., is
area sales manager for General Electric Appliance Division in the [)hil.idelphia region.
I le recently moved to \Vest Chester, Penn.
David Montgomery
has been promoted to
divisional manager of Oun & Bradstreet in
E,1st Providence, his second promotion in
the past year. Montgomery lives in Bristol
with his wife, the former Christine Thumb
'84.

1985
Timothy Conway of Ridgefield, Conn.,
opened for business on May ·1 as the
owner of ,1 Baskin-Robbins ice cream store
in the Commerce Park Shopping Center in
Ridgefield.
Karen Reynolds, who joined the Peace
Corps, is working on an aquaculture venture in Cabon. She would love to hear
from friends; her address is PBl m EM POUR
BOLOSC,OVILLE, Cabon, Africa.

Class of 1986
Welcome to the 726 graduates of Roger
\<Villiams College! Class President Bud
Conlin of Stamford, Conn., who presided
as master of cermonies at commencement
on May 24, is expected to continue to wear

Has Your Address Changed?
The Alumni Association seeks to track the progress of all Roger \,\'illiams College graduates and to keep you informed of the College. \\'ith
more than 500 new graduates every year, we're an ever-expanding
network. You can help us, by letting us know your current address:
Full Ncime

John Krikor Najarian, Jr. '74 to Linda S.
Ottiano, April 20, 1986
Robert W. Proulx '76 to Deborah F. Grosso,
April 12, 1986
Catherine Ann Silvia '76 to Rickey J.
Williams, April 26, 1986
Ernest Everett Trafford II '78 to Lydia Natalie
Moniz, March 'IS, "\986
Geoffrey S. Brown '82 to Amy J. Middleton,
April 20, ·1986
Cheryl L. Dumais '82 to Richard Najeck,
April 20, 1986
Lisa A. Porkka '82 to Gary A. Kondvar,
March 2, 1986
Theodore Martin Shanstrom
'83 to Anna
Helen Birkfeldt, December 28, 1985
Lynda Iris Starr '83 to Joseph Zimmerman,
February 1986
Todd Christopher Stiles '83 to Lisa Anne
Gadoury, November 30, 1985
David T. Grover '84 to Leslie A. Coutu,
April 13, 1986
Kathryn M. Smith '84 to William 8. Oakford,
September 2"1, ·1985
James K. Hassett '85 to Susan Palmisciano,
April '13, 1986

Births
Glenn D. Allen, '73 and his \Vife announce the birth of their son, Alexander
Ethan Allen, on November 20, "1985. The
family lives in Portsmouth, R. I.

Deaths
Lois A. Jenckes, '74, director of the
Elizabeth Buffum Chase I-louse for five
years, died March 13, 1986. She was the
wife of Robert L Jenckes, 86 Pilgrim Drive,
W;irwick, R.I. 02888.
Jenckes was the co-chairman of socicil and
health services for the alumni advisory
board of Roger Williams College. For the
last two months of her life, she was area
director for the American Cancer Society,
Massachusetts Division, New Bedford. In
her honor Open Division has named its
annual award the "Lois Jenckes Award to
the Outstanding Student of Human
Services."

Current

Class

Address:

Tel.(

Street
City

Permanent

State

Zip

State

Zip

Address:

Street
City

Ellen ringer /louse '77
Optional:
Title

Employer

Alumna Published
Address
Three years and 700 pages later, Ellen
Finger House 77 is ready to try it

City

again. Writing
a book, that is. The 37year-old
Roger Williams
College grad-

Return

State

to:

Alumni

Zip

Office, Roger Vlilliams

College, Bristol, R. I. 02809

uate, who majored in biology and social sciences, coauthored
An !11trod11c-

tion to Pascal, witli Applicntions /11
Science and Engineeri11gwith her sister
Susan Finger, a professor of civil
gineering
at Boston University.

en-

The textbook,
for courses in computer
programming
for science and engineering students,
was published
by
D.C. Heath in January.
well,"
Ellen reports.

"It's

selling

"The idea of doing a textbook came
out of my sister's class in Pascal for
science and engineering
students,"
Ellen explains.
"She couldn't
find a
text she liked
more rigorous
available."
"So

I started

to use. She wanted a
text than what was

putting

together

hand-

outs for Susan's classes. We submitted sample chapters to D.C. Healh,
and they liked them."
The sisters divided
the workload
"pretty
much 50-50," explains Ellen.
"I did most of the writing,
and she
did most of what we should write
about."
Ellen, who has also done
graduate
University

work in zoology at the
of Rhode Island, says that

she learned
as the book

a lot about
progressed.

background

helped."

programming
"My science

Are there other collaborations
in the
works? "We work well as a team,
and would like it if we could do
something
else together,"
says Ellen.
Susan, currently
on leave from teaching, has an appointment
at the National Science Foundation
Washington,
O.C. (She's

(NSF) in
program di-

rector for design theory and methodology in the Division
of Design, Manufacturing,
and Computer
Engineering at NSF.)
Ellen thinks she would like to tackle
another book but is also looking into
setting up a technical writing
service
of her own. "A book is a long-term
commitment."
Ellen lives with her husband
Ronald,
a police officer, and one-year-old
daughter,
Amy, in Pawtucket,
R. I. Her
mother,
Dr. Mary E. Finger, is a faculty
member in the Humanities
and Open
Divisions
at Roger Williams
College.
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Slinro11 Castelli (stnndi11g, center) during the
7985 EC/\C plflyoff game ngninst Worcester
State.

Dearing says that volleyball at Roger
Williams was only a year old at that point, and
most of the players had not played high school
volleyball.

Roger Williams Castelli Short
in Stature, but Stands Tall on
the Volleyball
Court
"\Vc're not likely to sec this again, not
in this c1gc of specialin1tion." Thc1t's
how Anne L.1moricllo, director of
sports informcition at Roger V\filliams
College, dcscribL's the .,thlctic achievement of Sharon C..istclli, who graduated in rvlay.
Sharon is the first ! lawk athlete to
earn 12 varsity letters - four each in
volleyball,

basketball, and softball -

in a four-year collegiate sports career
On May J, friends, relatives, and
former coaches feted her at a surprise
banquet at the Thomas J. Paolino Re-
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creation Center. "We couldn't let this
go by without doing sornething really
special," said Joel Dearing, volleyball
coach and associate athletic director at
the College.

The following article about Castelli by
jo11n1alB11lleti11
sports \vriter Bob Leddy appemed in the November 12,
1985, East Bay edition of the Providence jo11r11al,
and is reprinted here
with permission.

BRISTOL - You've heard the expression, "1
can't get enough of a good thing."
Well, Sharon Castelli, a Roger Williams College senior, is one of those people. She just
can't get enough of volleyball, her favorite
sport.
"I really like it," the engaging Castelli says.
"It's more of a mental game, takes a lot of concentration and preparation."
There's good reason for Sharon Castelli's
verve for the sport of volleyball. She's darn
good at it.
A setter on the Ha\vks' successful volleyball
team, Castelli holds the school records in
points served in a game (55), points served in
a match (23) and seasonal point serving (256).
In one best-of-three match, she registered
a record 20 out of 20 serves.
"Sharon was the first volleyball player I had
who had prior experience," says Hawks'
coach Joel Dearing. "There was definitely a
change when she came."

But Castelli, a 5-foot-2 19-year-old, played
her share before coming to Rhode Island from
her native Chester, Conn.
"In high school (the Valley Regional High
School in Chester) I thought about playing
field hockey," Castelli is saying now. "But a
friend urged me to try out for volleyball. I \Vas
frustrated at first, but I worked hard at it."
But working hard at playing hard vvas
nothing new to Castelli. Her parents and an
older brother all played sports.
"There was overwhelming support," she
says of her mom and dad. "They'd come to
all the games."
There were a lot of games for the Castelli
family to attend. Besides volleyball, in which
she made All-Conference, she played three
years' worth of basketball and softball at
Valley Regional. She was captain of all three
teams, and was nominated for All-State as an
infielder.
Volleyball, however, was at the forefront of
Castelli's athletic interests.
"I was psyched to play volleyball at Roger
Williams," she says.
Her leadership has been immeasurable to
the Hawks' success, according to Dearing.
"She's a little dynamo, a little sparkplug"
he says. "We went from 3-14 to 22-10 in one
year."
The Hawks were lc1st year's Division Ill
ECAC champs, beating Clark University of
Worcester, Mass. The team was selected to defend its ECAC crown this year in a tourney
played last weekend at Eastern Connecticut
State University.
While doing all of this, says Dearing, Castelli
has won the admiration and respect of her
teammates.
"She was the ovenvhelming pick (of the
team) as captain," he recalls.
"Just to shovv you what they think of her,
the team voted by ballot on who should be
captain. One member wrote, 'Sharon Castelli
.she's nice."'
Nice, but busy. Besides keeping her
schoolwork at a high level (she's majoring in
psychology), she goes from volleyball to
basketball to softball.
"I wonder why I lasted three years," she
grins. "I don't get a day of transition. I go
from one sport to the next. I spend as much
time in the gym as in classes.
"It means a lot of self-sacrifice,"shecontinues.

"When my friends are out having fun, I'm
either practicing or at tournaments."
She credits Dec1ring with much of the success volleyball has had at the college. "He's
mc1deit exciting. He really promotes the sport
I can't say enough about him."
But Castelli also has to admit that once the
playoff season ends she will not be playing
any more volleyball.
There are, she says, no organized adult
volleyball leagues as there are in, for example, softball.

"It's sad," she says. ''I've played it for eight
years
Castelli adds that recreational - or "picnic"
volleyball - is no substitute for the real thing.
"Volleyball is totally different on a varsity
level. I'm just not comfortable playing the
recreational kind.''
But she does play summer league softbc1II,
thus keeping herself competitively keen.
"I know I'm going to miss it," she says of
her college years. "It's been a big part of my
life."
She hopes to attend graduate school at
Springfield College, then perhaps land a
coaching position.
"I'd like to coach volleyball, first at high
school, then at a Division 111college. I'd like
to share things with the younger kids."
For now, however, there are lots of basketball and softball games to be pl<1yedat Roger
Williams.
"I set a lot of goals for myself." she says.
'Tm a!wilyS driving to be better."
Providc11cc Jo11mal, November
1985 Reprinted with permission.
©The
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Because the first year with the .,CAA
is a probationary one, the Hawks
were excluded from post-season play.
But Hawk teams still looked lo post••

season competiton as part of the
seven-team Common\\'ealth Coast
Conference (CCC).
The 1986 season unfolded

with much

enthusiasm under the direction of
four first-vear coaches: Bob 0-'emec

o/

(golf),
Rulph Chassaing (men's
tennis), Joe Penkala (baseball), and
Bill DelVecchio (softball). The record

books show improvements

over last

year for the golf team (11-2), men's
tennis (6-2), and baseball (11-10).
Golf
Nemec's Blue-Gold chippers
picked up their first CCC championship with a total score of 318 and a

medalist round of 7 ➔ by Dennis
Malpass. E\·erywhere the Hawk golf
team traveled the leader board spelled
success. En route to the team's fine
11-2 finale, senior Kevin Almeida (the
team's Most Valuable Player) shot
two medalist rounds of 76 and 77.
Another low scorer during the season
was Scott Devoe (79). Other Hawk

chippers who contributed to the
team's success were veterans John
Carroll, Steve Zanni, John Bessette
and Jeff Kinsley

Spring brought with it more than just
a change of seasons. It ushered in a

Tennis
The success storv continued
with tennis. Here the key \\·as more
depth and stability at the critical singles positions of four, five and si,. The
Hawks polished off a 6-2 season, taking second place in the first-ever CCC
tennis championships held at the Col-

new level of competition

lege in late April.

Spring Sports Wrap-up
by Aime Lamoriello

Sports Information

Director

for the Col-

lege's varsity sports.
After many years of successful competition in the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), Roger
Williams College has brought the

spring sports of golf, tennis, baseball,
and softball under the umbrella of the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). Fall and winter sports
linked up \vith the NCA1\ late last year.

Playing uncontested at the number
four singles spot all year long was
newcomer Ahmet Germen who posted a convincing 9-1 record. Jeff Cordeiro (5-2), Mark Hoppe (5-0), Felipe
Camel (3-0), Simon Vilela (1-0), and
Mike Guinan (1-1) all pulled in the

loose strings at the five and si" spots
when the matches were close. As
usual, senior and two-year ,·eteran
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Chris Vaughn (4-6) held the number
one singles spot the entire season,
duplicating last year's efforts.
Baseball
The Hawks baseball te.im
<.,aw., veteran squad return under
Co,,ch Pcn\...Jla for a 11-10 overall fini'-h. l..:.xpericncc was the key in the
hitting dcpc1rtmcnt, while youth took
control of lhL· game on the rnound.
Sophonwrc pitcher Se.in I3.ilcom and
lrco:..hm,111
Kam(1I As;:ir combined for a
total 7-1 record. Balcom led the team
,,·ith ,, 2.70 earned run average; Asar
iollowcd with a 2.78.
rhe l-l,1wh.<, plc1ccd third in their first
lU. 12h,1111pinnship with two victories
over AnnJ M.1ri.1 Cl>llege ilnd a loss
to c.,,,lve Regina. Ll'ading the way at
b,1l w,1<, junior Tony Rodcnbu~h
(.J82), tollowed bv ..,cnior Al Schindcrm,111 (.31:i0), sc;1ior P.:iul 'vVcbber
(.141) ,ind 1..,ophomon: Tom Custance
(.J 1-1). I lei ping out ,,t the pl.1te were
\'l'll'r,,n.., Chri':> Wilson (.292), Chris
Boulanger (.290) and Chuc,
'->h,,ckclton (.290).
Softball
/\\though the L1dv I \awks
(7-I--l) li111..,hL'dwith two few~r wins
th,111l,,..,t ..,c.,._on, they rq:;bterL'd signific,111I vktories il!--Ftin..,tCnrdon, Stcrnchill, S,1lvc Regin,1, \,\forcc..,ter Poly1L'd1, ,rnd lvv League powerhouse Yale.

½uphomllrL' f\lichclle F.ibi,,n pitched
the I .1dv II.iwl-.::. to ,1 S-0 win over
½,,Iv.._•R...
•gin.1 in the fir-;! round of the
Rhode I..,J,111d
st,1te lourn.imcnt,
only
tu lo"L' to ., tuugh Rhode lsl,rnd Collq ..',L' \C,1111.
lnL'\perien..:.._,on the mound htts
pl,1gued lhc tc;im now for two years.
But the pitching ..-;taffof F.1bi,1n, frcshm,,n Chriqina Burdo .ind outfielder
1 ,rnr.._•cnOsg,1 !-.cpl the te.im in just
,1b<1utevery b,11\g,1mc. F,1bi,1n showed
her vcrs.,tility plc1ying c,1tchcr .ind left
tieldcr ,1s well.

collegiate association for dressage and
combined training. The !OCTA will give
college equestrian teams throughout
the Northeast an organization to look
to for competition results and rankings.
Sailing
Hawk sailors continued to
be il thre.1t to major opponents Boston
College, M.1.T., Harvard, and Tufts.
Ted Pinkerton, \Nendy Church, Lance
Senning, Anthony Coppola, Pehr
Stnngberg, John Glessner, Marcia
Johnstone, and Steve I loltje, along
with c.iptain and coach Eric Johnson,
were part of the reason the team enjoyed a successful season.
Finishing no less thc1t .500 in its regatt.i5, the tc.1m brought its regular seasnn to ., close with a second place
fini,;;h in the coveted Underdog Trophy Regatta at Stonchill. Pinkerton
.1nd Church teamed up in that one,
t.iking !,econd plilce in the A Division,
while Senning .ind Coppola captured
first in the B Division. The team just
missed out on a berth in the New
Engl.ind championships.

Is there a story you would like to
comment upon? An issue or program
on campus that has sparked your interest? Your fellow alumni would like
to read what you have to say.

VVe are also interested in hearing
about what you're doing and where
you're living. Send information about
your job, graduate school, family,
awards, promotions, etc., for the
"Class Notes" section of The Bridge.
Write to: Editor, The Bridge,
Roger Williams College
Bristol, R.1. 02809

It's the dream of the Roger Williams
College Sailing Club ... a regatta on
Narragansett Bay!
Summer is for sailing. And, for the Roger
Williams College sailing team, so are fall and
spring. The sailing team has been highly successful in the recent season, placing among the
top five teams in major competitions
with such
Ivy League schools as Brown, Harvard, and Yale,
as well as Boston University,
M.I.T., and Tufts.
By the fall of 1986, Captain/Coach
Eric Johnson
'87 of West Boylston, Mass .. says that the club
hopes to host its own regattas with a fleet of
eight new collegiate sailboats - 420's. Until
now, all competitions
have been hosted by
other clubs.
A challenge grant of $15,000 has been set aside
by the College Budget Committee.
Matching
funds, for a total of $30,000 will purchase the
new fleet and equipment.
But orders must be
placed by mid-summer!
A regatta on Narragansett
Bay? It would be a
beautiful sight and great support for the College's winning team. Alumni and friends can
make the dream possible with a check or pledge
now. For a gift of $3,500 or more, you have the
chance to name a new sailboat. All contributions
are tax•deductible
and help meet the challenge.
0 Yes, here's my contribution
to Roger Williams
College's Sailing Fund Challenge.
My check

The Small Craft Design Program will
sponsor a one-day workshop on "The
Practical Usage of the ABS (A111erica11

August 22. The speakers will be Eric
Sponberg, independent nm 1 al architect
with Sponberg Yacht Design in Ne\-vport, R.1., and Bob Curry, principal
engineer, Research and Development
Division, American Bureau of Shipping.
The fee for the workshop is S'\00,
which includes the workshop sessions, a copy of the ABS G11ide lo
811ildi11g 011d Clossi11g Offshore Roci11g
Yachts, breakfast, and lunch. The fee

Me;inwhilc, coaches Bunny Ramsay
.1nd Michaela Scanlon have been
working h.ird to put together the lntercollegi.1te Dressage and Combined
Trilining Associiltion (IDCTA), the first

For further information, write John
Zieger!, Small Craft Design Program,
Roger Williams College, Bristol, R. I.
02809, or call 401 253-1040, ext. 2314
weekdays.

is enclosed

in the amount
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811rea11of Shippi11g) G11ide for B11ildi11g
ami Classi11g Offslwre Raci11g Yachts" on

also covers admission to the YVooden
Boat Show, which will be held at the
Newport Yachting Center August
21-24. Inexpensive accommodations
before and after the workshop are
available on campus for participants
and their guests.

THE BRIDGE

Have you noticed our new look? We
would like to include a "Letters"
section in the newly re-designed Bridge,
so we are looking for your
correspondence.

Small Craft Design
Workshop Set

Equestrian
Top riders in open
dr.._,..,!,.,gcshow ,ind intercollegiate
two-ph,1sc eventing this spring were
Sh.1ron Kc;irney (Most Vcilu.iblc Pl;iyer during the 1984 and 1985seasons)
,ind 13cth Torillo.
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To Readers of The Bridge

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

Make your check payable
College Sailing Fund.
Send to: Sailing
College, Bristol.

ZIP

to: Roger Williams

Fund Challenge,
A.I. 02809.

Roger Williams

.

Zane Anderson
97 Transit
Street
Providence,
RI 02906

PLAN

AHEAD

Grand Opening for The Angels
August 27, 6:30-9:30p.m., Performing Arts Center
Alive! Arts Series
Spatz September 26, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center
Peter Matthiessen
October 16, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Center
Parents' Day
October 25, on campus
Open House for Prospective Students
November 16, 12:00-4:00 p.m., on campus

